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0 mm 10 2022 mm21.3mm21 mm20.7 mm20.4 mm

20 mm19.7 mm19.1 mm18.8 mm18.4 mm18.1 mm

15.6 mm 16 mm 16 .6mm 17 mm 17.2 mm 17.5 mm

15.3 mm14.7 mm14.3 mm14 mm13.7 mm13.4 mm

Can't find the perfect size? We're here to help!

Ring Size Guide

Use this method if you already have a ring which fits perfectly on
the finger you'd like to wear your Laconic ring. Ensure the inside of
the ring aligns with the outer edge of the circle. If between sizes,
opt for the larger size. Note for wider bands, you may need to go up
a size.

To ensure this guide
has printed correctly,
measure the above
sample with a ruler. It
should measure
exactly 2cm (20mm).

Printing tips; before printing your Laconic Ring
Sizer, ensure your settings are correct by
selecting the actual size. Don't scale to fit. 
Print on A4 sheets of paper.

If you need further
assistance or advice with
measuring your ring size,
contact us at 
hello@laconicfinejewellery
.co.uk
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Size Conversion Chart and Ring Size Ruler
Use the ruler and conversion chart to find your UK ring size.

 Cut out the ruler
carefully below,
along the outer edge.
 Make a slit in the
bottom centre, as
indicated 'cut here'.
Insert the pointed
end of the ruler into
the slit to form a
loop. Check the
numbers are facing
outwards.
 Insert your finger
into the loop, pulling
gently on the pointed
end until you get a
comfortable fit.
 Make a note of the
number at the slit,
this will be your ring
size.

How to use your Laconic
ruler to measure your
ring size:
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